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HOMEFRAME  
Welcome to

You’re in Safe Hands 

Our collection of GRP composite doors offer 
stylish good looks and high levels of security, to 
give you the best of both worlds. Browse through 
our brochure and choose the door style, colour, 
glass design and furniture to complement your 
home. From traditional terraced houses through to 
modern developments – we have a style to suit all.

HomeFrame is the GRP composite door brand of 
GAP, who are one of the largest manufacturers in 
the industry of maintenance free building products.  
We have been manufacturing and supplying high 
quality residential doors for over 30 years, so you 
can rest assured you’re in safe hands and that our 
doors stand the test of time.
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With a wide collection of traditional and contemporary 
doors, HomeFrame composite doors will help you add 

kerb appeal to your home.



The HomeFrame collection of GRP composite doors feature a remarkable insulating polyurethane 
foam core, which is protected by a secure Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) outer skin. This intelligent 
design makes our doors resistant to weathering and virtually maintenance-free, so your door will 
look its best for many enjoyable years to come.

Choosing a thermally efficient door is important, especially if you are upgrading from an older 
PVC or timber door. The benefits of a warm and cosy door will make a big difference to your 
home. When choosing a HomeFrame composite door, you will benefit from a thermally efficient 
frame, insulated core and energy efficient glass. 

LOW MAINTENANCE THERMALLY EFFICIENT

6 7“Stand out from the crowd, with a HomeFrame composite door”



10 
YEAR 
GUARANTEE

HIGH SECURITY
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A wide range of security features including 
a multipoint lock and 3-star cylinder, ensure 
HomeFrame composite doors protect you and 
your loved ones from intruders.

5 Point Lock
Each door features a 5 point locking 

system that secures the door sash to the 
reinforced outerframe.

3 Star Cylinder 
These locking cylinders* are the best 

available. They feature anti bump, anti 
snap, anti drill technology and have a 
sacrificial front face to deter thieves.

*3 Star Cylinders are an optional upgrade.

Steel Frame
Our PVC-U outerframe is internally 

reinforced with steel. This ensures the 
locking devices that engage into it from 

the door sash are very secure.

Weather Performance
GRP is a material used to make boats, 

so rest assured the surface finish of your 
door will protect you and your family 

from the elements.



White - Rome 2
BEAUMONT

Blue - Rome 2
ELEGANCE

Green - Rome 2
FLAIR

Black - Rome 2
HABITAT

Red - Rome 2
REFLECTIONS

Chartwell Green - Rome 2
HORIZON

Grey - Rome
SOLID

Duck Egg Blue - Rome
SOLID

10 11KENSINGTON - Duck Egg Blue

ROME 2 ROME
The Rome 2 is perhaps the nation’s favourite door style, which looks just as 
good on front doors as it does on back doors.

Rome is a solid version 
for privacy and security. 

“The Rome 2 is perfect for
front and back doors.” 



CANNES 1 CANNES 3
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Chartwell Green - Cannes 1
SATIN

Blue - Cannes 1
HABITAT

Duck Egg Blue - Cannes 1
REFLECTIONS

Grey - Cannes 1     White - Cannes 3

Black - Cannes 3

Red - Cannes 3

Green - Cannes 3

KENSINGTON DORCHESTER AMBER

CLASSIC

ZINC ART STAR

ELEGANCE
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Cannes is a timeless classic which will never grow old. As one of the most popular door styles in 
the UK, the Cannes will add a touch of elegance to your home.

Similar to the Cannes 1, but with two additional 
glazing panels to let more light through.

CLASSIC

For backing glass options please see page 33

The Kensington range 
of glass is simple, but 
elegant. A 10mm clear 
border combined with 
sandblasted centre
glass to allow light 
in whilst maintaining 
privacy.

Kensington Glass



MADEIRA
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Black - Madeira

Duck Egg Blue - Madeira

ZINC ART STAR

CLASSIC

Red - Madeira

Blue - Madeira

SATIN

REFLECTIONS
White - Madeira

ELEGANCE

The arched glass of the Madeira design lends itself to both front and back doors. We have a 
range of stunning glass designs to allow you to choose the perfect door.

ZINC ART STAR - Chartwell Green



TUSCANY
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Red - Tuscany
ELEGANCE

Black - Tuscany
KENSINGTON

Chartwell Green - Tuscany
REFLECTIONS

Green - Tuscany
CLOVER

“Privacy & Practicality”
Choose integrated blinds in the Tuscany 

for privacy and practicality.

Duck Egg Blue - Madeira

HABITAT

Whilst the Tuscany is our most popular style of back door, especially with integrated blinds, it also 
looks stunning as a front door too with various striking glass designs available.

The Habitat & Clover are unique and elegant art 
deco inspired glass designs, that are exclusive 
to HomeFrame.

For backing glass options please see page 33

White - Tuscany
MINI BLIND

Left and right handed operation available.

HABITAT



ATHENS 4ATHENS 2
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Chartwell Green - Athens 4
REFLECTIONS

Grey - Athens 4
ELEGANCE

White - Athens 4
CLASSIC

Black - Athens 4
DORCHESTER AMBER

Black- Athens 2

Green - Athens 2

SATIN

DORCHESTER GREEN

Blue - Athens 2

Duck Egg Blue - Athens 2

CLASSIC

KENSINGTON

Red - Athens
SOLID

White - Athens
SOLID

CLEAR - Chartwell Green

ATHENS
The Athens is a popular family of doors split between a solid option (Athens), a two panel glass 
option (Athens 2) and a 4 panel glass option (Athens 4), so you can choose the perfect style.

Perfect for homes on busy roads where privacy 
is needed, yet still allowing light through.

A stylish yet traditional looking door that lets 
light flood in.



HELSINKI
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Chartwell Green - Helsinki

Green - Helsinki

ELEGANCE

DORCHESTER GREEN

Grey - Helsinki

White - Helsinki

SATIN

CLASSIC

Blue - Helsinki

Black - Helsinki

REFLECTIONS

KENSINGTON

Duck Egg Blue - Helsinki

Red - Helsinki

DORCHESTER BLUE

SATIN

One rectangular and two square panels of glass combine beautifully to make the Helsinki door 
style. This hugely popular and versatile door design suits so many house styles.

CLEAR - BlackPlease note: For smaller door heights, a letterbox may not be available in this door style.



MILAN 912 MILAN 609
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Black - Milan 912 White - Milan 609
LINEAR KENSINGTON

Green - Milan 912 Grey - Milan 609
REFLECTIONS SATIN

Red - Milan 912

Blue - Milan 609

ELEGANCE

DORCHESTER BLUE

Chartwell Green - Milan 912

Duck Egg Blue - Milan 609

HORIZON

CLASSIC

HOMEFRAME

Named after the Italian 
capital of fashion 
and design, the Milan 
collection exudes 
sophistication and will 
certainly help you stand 
out from the crowd.

Milan Collection

A stylish tongue and groove moulding detail is elegantly finished by a 912mm high glass panel 
which is available in many different designs. 

A 609mm high glass panel in the Milan collection offers a little more privacy, but still incorporates a 
stylish glass design.

CLEAR - Black

23
HORIZON

Please note: For smaller door heights, a letterbox may not be 
available in this door style.



MILAN 203
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Black - Milan 203

Blue - Milan 203

MODENA

REFLECTIONS

Chartwell Green - Milan 203

White - Milan 203

KENSINGTON

TAHOE

OSLO

White - Oslo

Green - Oslo

SATIN

SIMPLICITY

Red - Oslo

Grey - Oslo

FINESSE

KENSINGTON

The smallest glass panel in the collection, the Milan 203mm is perfect for those wanting privacy 
and style. This design looks great when combined with a bar handle for full effect.

The Oslo offers obscurity, but with a small diamond glazing panel to allow a touch of light to pass 
through it.

Duck Egg Blue - Oslo

DORCHESTER
Grey - Milan 203

SATIN

Please note: For smaller door heights, a letterbox may not be available in this door style. Please note: For smaller door heights, a letterbox may not be available in this door style.
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AMSTERDAM RANGE

Chartwell Green - Amsterdam Left

Grey - Amsterdam Left

Black - Amsterdam Right

White - Amsterdam Right

KENSINGTON

MATRIX

SATIN

TAHOE

Duck Egg Blue - Amsterdam

Green - Amsterdam

LINEAR

FINESSE

The Amsterdam style features four square glass panels with the glass 
displayed centrally or offset to the left or right.

CLEAR - Grey

AMSTERDAM RIGHT

AMSTERDAM RIGHT

AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM

AMSTERDAM LEFT

AMSTERDAM LEFT

All doors are viewed from an outside perspective.
Please note: For smaller door heights, a letterbox may not be available in this door style.



ROTTERDAM RANGE
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Black - Rotterdam Red - Rotterdam Right
SATIN MATRIX

Blue - Rotterdam Left
FINESSE

Chartwell Green - Rotterdam Grey - Rotterdam Right
MODENA TAHOE

White - Rotterdam Left
SATIN

MODENA - White Rotterdam.

This contemporary door style features three square glass panels which can 
be displayed centrally or offset to the left or right.

ROTTERDAM RIGHT

ROTTERDAM RIGHT

ROTTERDAM

ROTTERDAM

ROTTERDAM LEFT

ROTTERDAM LEFT

All doors are viewed from an outside perspective.
Please note: For smaller door heights, a letterbox may not be available in this door style.



PORTO RANGE
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Duck Egg Blue - Porto Left

Red - Porto Right

LINEAR

SATIN

Green - Porto Left

White - Porto Right

REFLECTIONS

FINESSE Black - Porto Right

MODENA

TURIN

Grey - Turin

Blue - Turin

SOLID

SOLID

Chartwell Green - Turin

Red - Turin

SOLID

SOLID

The Porto features 5 square glass panels that curve to the left or right. The handle is always located 
on the opposite side of the door to the central glass panel, to create the best aesthetics.

The Turin is our most popular solid style, which truly comes to life when combined with glass side 
frames that let extra light flood into your hallway. 

SOLID - Black

PORTO LEFT

PORTO RIGHT

PORTO RIGHT

PORTO LEFT

PORTO RIGHT

Please note: For smaller door heights, a letterbox may not be available in this door style. Please note: For smaller door heights, a letterbox may not be available in this door style.
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GLASS OPTIONS EXPLAINED THRESHOLD OPTIONS
Privacy is important, so we have created the guide below to help you choose the glass design that 
will meet your requirements.

A full threshold offers maximum 
thermal performance.

This option provides the best 
of both worlds for thermal 
performance and practicality. 

A low aluminium threshold 
provides easy access for prams 
and wheelchairs.

RECOMMENDED OPTION

FULL THRESHOLD 72MM SLIM THRESHOLD 52MM LOW ALUMINIUM 15MM 

These designs are perfect where total privacy is 
required, but light is still desired.

Designs & Patterns:

Satin | Pinpoint 

High levels of privacy are offered with these 
stunning glass designs.

Designs & Patterns:

Modena | Matrix | Horizon | Abstract | Classic 
Zinc Star | Linear | Kensington | Cathedral 

Triple glazed designs are common in this range 
and feature glass textures such as clear, gluechip 
and etched glass. 

Designs & Patterns:

Elegance | Reflections | Simplicity | Finesse | Flair

Soft rippled glass designs and coloured films are 
common in this privacy rating.

Designs & Patterns:

Beaumont | Dorchester | Habitat | Clover 

You can’t get any clearer than clear glass. 
Perfect with back doors for seeing into your 
garden, or for front door side panels.

Designs & Patterns:

Clear Glass 

PRIVACY LEVEL 5

PRIVACY LEVEL 4

PRIVACY LEVEL 3

PRIVACY LEVEL 2

PRIVACY LEVEL 1

Clear

Beaumont

Reflections

Horizon

Satin

The following backing glass options are available across all our doors styles, so you can choose any 
of our door styles with any of the glass options listed below.

BACKING GLASS OPTIONS

Cathedral is perfect for traditional door styles, Rain represents cascading water, Pinpoint 
showcases a stipple effect and Satin (also known misted or etched) is a sandblasted finish.

PINPOINTCATHEDRAL

SATINRAIN

Please note, the above options can’t be used in conjunction with a glass design. 



Grey White
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DOOR COLOURS

FRAME COLOURS

HomeFrame composite doors are available in 8 colours that enable you to create the perfect 
entrance. These range from contemporary colours such as Grey and Black, through to Duck Egg 
Blue and Chartwell Green. White doors also look stunning in all designs. 

We offer the following popular external PVC-U frame colours of Grey and White. 

Each colour features a realistic timber grain to create the appearance of a timber door, but with 
none of the associated problems. 

“Supplying the trade 
for 30 years.”

HOMEFRAME

Red White

Black RAL 9005 

RAL 3011

RAL 5011

RAL 6009

RAL 9016

RAL 6021

RAL 7016

Blue Chartwell Green

Duck Egg Blue Green Grey

10 
YEAR 
GUARANTEE



ACCESSORISE YOUR DOOR

Our high security letterplate features an anti-
snap flap, internally fixed screws and UV-safe 
black ABS frame.

Chrome

LETTERPLATES

LEVER HANDLES

CENTRE KNOB / PULL

KNOCKERS

NUMERALS

URN KNOCKER (ALSO AVAILABLE WITH SPYHOLE)

Numerals are available in the colours shown in the above knockers.

Centre Knobs can be 
fitted where required.

Chrome

Chrome

Chrome

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Graphite

Black

Black

Black

Black

Gold

Gold

Gold

Gold

White

White
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We offer a range of colour matched furniture options from letterplates and handles, to centre 
knobs and numerals. Please choose from the options below.
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Every HomeFrame composite door is carefully 
manufactured and built to last. It is for this reason 
we are pleased to offer an installer backed 10 
year guarantee on all doors produced. Terms and 
conditions apply. 

600mm 1200mm

BAR HANDLE HEIGHTS

316 marine grade stainless steel circular bar handles are available in 
1200mm and 600mm. Both bar handle sizes add elegance to many door 
styles shown within our range.

When choosing bar handles, talk to your HomeFrame installer about the 
balance between aesthetics that they can offer and how you intend to 
use the door. 

10 
YEAR 
GUARANTEE

30 
YEAR 
EXPERIENCE

HOMEFRAME

UNPARALLELED EXPERIENCE

OUR GUARANTEE

HomeFrame is brand of GAP who having been manufacturing residential entrance doors for 30 
years, so what we don’t know about doors isn’t worth knowing. Over 2 million doors have been 
manufactured keeping homeowners safe and secure.
  
When choosing a HomeFrame composite door, you are not only choosing a stylish and secure 
solution for your home, but you are choosing to buy from a company that has outlasted its 
guarantee period many times over. Therefore you can sit back, relax and enjoy the transformation 
a new entrance door can provide.



HomeFrame is part of GAP Limited 

HOMEFRAME
All photographs, colours and images are to be considered as representative of the actual product. Furniture and moulding positioning are dependent on overall door sizes.

General All-purpose Plastics, (T/A GAP), reserve the right to change options without prior notice. 
HomeFrame is a registered trade mark ® UK00003535820. GHF-RC-01-03/22  


